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MANET for NEMO (MANEMO) is a new type of network that integrates
multi-hop mobile wireless networks with global connectivity provided by Net-
work Mobility (NEMO). Two factors limit the scalability of MANEMO: the
volatility of topologically correct global addresses, and excessive traffic load
caused by inefficient use of nested tunnels and the consequent redundant rout-
ing of packets. We propose NAT-MANEMO, which solves both problems by
applying NAT for some mobile router addresses, bypassing tunnel nesting. This
approach retains global addresses for mobile end nodes, preserving application
transparency, and requires only minimal modification to existing specifications.
Our ideas are evaluated using simulation and a proof of concept implemen-
tation. The simulation shows the additional signaling overhead for the route
optimization introduced by our proposal is negligible compare to the bandwidth
of an IEEE 802.11 link. The implementation confirms that route optimization
reduces latency and improves throughput.

1. Introduction

This paper is motivated by the need to support unlimited network extensibility,
in which every node can extend global reachability indefinitely to the other nodes.
In the rescue operation after a disaster occurs, for example, we require instant
connectivity to communicate with services out on the Internet even though the
existing infrastructure is only partially available. In such networks, the group of
nodes form a multi-hop topology, such as a Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) 1)

for NEtwork MObility (NEMO) 2) (so called MANEMO 3)), while using MANET
to extend the connectivity in a small area network, and using NEMO to provide
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global connectivity to the end node. In MANEMO, a Mobile Router (MR) has the
ability to communicate on a multi-hop basis, whereas the original specification
of NEMO does not support this scenario. Once MRs connect to each other in
an ad-hoc manner, the global reachability can be extended indefinitely. Without
any planning or configuration, many MRs can be placed in the target area and
possibly provide Internet connectivity, which they may also extend to others as
well.

MANEMO seems to be just a combination of two technologies, however its use
can be classified into two distinct scenarios: MANET-Centric MANEMO (MCM)
and NEMO-Centric MANEMO (NCM) 4). MCM is a solution that focuses on
the problem of MANET. The address auto-configuration for a MANET node
could be employed by the gateway node with the topologically correct prefix
dissemination at the border of MANET and the Internet. However, the use of
an address with this prefix as a communication endpoint breaks the address and
session continuity for all the nodes in MANET when the gateway node roams to
another access network, as shown in Fig. 1. In this case, NEMO helps to provide
the global connectivity and the session continuity simultaneously 5).

On the other hand, NCM is a solution that focuses on the problem of NEMO. If
MRs form a nested structure, inefficient communication paths are introduced 6).
Since the MR simply forwards the packets to and from the Mobile Network Nodes
(MNNs) that it hosts to its Home Agent (HA), the nested MR arrangement in-
troduces a sub-optimal routing path going through multiple HAs, as shown in
Fig. 2. In this figure, the packet from MNN destined to Correspondent Node
(CN) follows the sequence MNN ⇒ MR4 ⇒ MR3 ⇒ MR2 ⇒ MR1 ⇒ HA1 ⇒
HA2 ⇒ HA3 ⇒ HA4 ⇒ CN , causing home agent traversals and encapsulations
to be performed four times. If the number of MRs is 100 or more, as in our
unlimited network extensibility scenario, this path redundancy is a critical prob-
lem. In such case, the MANET routing protocol helps to provide an optimized
communication path between MNN and CN, bypassing tunnel nesting 7).

MANEMO was expected to satisfy two requirements simultaneously: 1) to
provide connectivity to the Internet by communicating via a home agent, and 2)
to optimize the routing path for efficient communication. However, since MCM
and NCM only solve these individual problems, MANEMO does not perfectly
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Fig. 1 Inter-MANET roaming breaks the session continuity.

Fig. 2 Nested NEMO results in extra overhead and an inefficient, redundant forwarding path.
Packets from MNN to CN first enter the MR4-HA4 tunnel, then are successively en-
capsulated at MR3, MR2, and MR1.

achieve both goals, leading us to propose NAT-MANEMO.
NAT-MANEMO is the first MANEMO-based solution that provides route opti-

mization while using ad-hoc, multi-hop connectivity in the MR, making possible
unlimited network extensibility with efficient communication for MANEMO.

The focus of this paper is to optimize the path in the nested MR arrangement
while assigning a topologically incorrect care-of address (CoA) to the MR.

Our key contributions are as follows:
( 1 ) We propose a route optimization scheme that minimizes changes to the

existing network components and specifications. Our proposal also success-
fully assigns a unique, globally routable IP address to each end node in the
MANET.

( 2 ) Our simulation confirms the low impact on the bandwidth of the wireless
link, even when the network size is large.

( 3 ) We prove the concept of our proposal with actual software implementation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we

show the requirements derived from our goal and the problems with the existing
route optimization for NEMO. Section 4 proposes our solution, NAT-MANEMO.
We show the evaluation via qualitative analysis, the simulation of the introduced
overhead, and the proof of concept of our proposal in Section 5. We discuss our
evaluation and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Translating Our Goal into Design Requirements

Establishing a goal of providing unlimited network extensibility results in sev-
eral requirements.
Req-1 Relax the assignment of the address for MRs.

Since an MR may attach to various networks, the address used for the
MR should be independent of whether or not it can reach the Internet.
The address shall be usable even if the MR forms a multi-hop network.

Req-2 Solution shall not break existing functionality.
Since we cannot assume any specific application for the end node, our
solution must be transparent to existing functionality.

Req-3 Required functionality extensions shall be minimized.
As suggested in RFC4889 8), extending the functionality of existing com-
ponents should be minimized in order to decrease the deployment over-
head.
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3. Problems with Route Optimization for MANEMO

In MANET, there are several existing approaches to providing the nodes with
global connectivity via an optimized path to the nodes; the two main ones are the
Prefix delegation-based approach, and the NEMO tunnel proxy-based approach.

The problem of the redundant path between MR and HA is caused by the
use of a topologically incorrect address for the CoA on MR. All of the existing
solutions for the path optimization between MR and HA tackle this problem.

3.1 Prefix Delegation-based Approach
Prefix delegation-based address auto-configuration for MANET node has been

discussed in the IETF 9). The goal of this approach is to provide a topologically
correct address for each MANET node with the interaction of a gateway node
that connects to the access router. MIRON 10) is based on prefix delegation
from the access network to assign a topologically correct address for the CoA
of each MR. However, the assignment of topologically correct addresses for all
MANET nodes is hard: the address (prefix) is owned by the Access Router
(AR), therefore whenever the MR directly attached to the AR (called the root-
MR) disconnects from the network, the AR should deactivate this prefix. This
causes prefix flapping into the access network. Moreover, if the root-MR changes
its point of attachment, all of the nodes behind this root-MR also change their IP
addresses. This causes a Binding Update Storm which may overload the network
and nodes.

3.2 NEMO Tunnel Proxy-based Approach
To optimize the redundant path introduced by the nested MR arrangement,

the NEMO tunnel proxy-based solution utilizes two separate bi-directional tun-
nels, between HA and root-MR, and between root-MR and MR in the nested
MR cloud. The idea is simple: an MR uses the CoA of the root-MR that is a
topologically correct address, and conceals the network in the nested formation
to eliminate the redundant path. Thus, MRs in the nested NEMO cloud are
reachable from the Internet via an optimized routing path.

Light-NEMO 11) uses a root-MR that provides proxy functionality by advertis-
ing its CoA to MRs behind it, and each MR uses this CoA as an alternate CoA to
solve the problem of redundant routing path among HAs. However, this tunnel

concatenation also needs to be recognized at the HA. This violates Req-3.

4. NAT-MANEMO

In this section, we propose a route optimization scheme, NAT-MANEMO. In
this solution, we use Network Address Translation (NAT) as the key component.
Although NAT has several drawbacks (discussed in Section 4.4), it works well
if the address translation is used in carefully restricted ways. In our proposed
solution, address translation is limited to the address of the MR, leaving packets
from the end node (MNN) untouched. Therefore, it does not break the application
transparency for MNN communication.

4.1 System Overview
Figure 3 shows the network configuration and optimized path of our pro-

posed solution, NAT-MANEMO, while the route optimization message sequence
is shown in Fig. 4. The communication between MNN and Correspondent Node
(CN) is performed with the interaction of the root-MR (MR1), MR2, and HAs

Fig. 3 Overview of NAT-MANEMO, where AR is Access Router, MR is Mobile Router, MNN
is one of the Mobile Network Nodes, HA is Home Agent, and CN is a Correspondent
Node located in the Internet. MNN communicates with CN via MR2, MR1 (root-MR),
AR, and HA2. HA1 is bypassed by route optimization.
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Fig. 4 Sequence of the NAT-MANEMO startup configuration. The dog-leg hop over HA1
indicates that packets bypass HA1 during normal packet forwarding.

based on the NEMO functionality.
Whenever an MR receives a Router Advertisement message (RA) of the Neigh-

bor Discovery Protocol (NDP) 12) on its egress interface and recognizes the ad-
vertiser as a normal AR, the MR becomes a Root Mobile Router (root-MR) for
the other MRs, and starts to advertise its role as root-MR with the Public Care-
of-Address (pCoA) obtained from the AR. This advertisement is done by the
routing protocol as in Section 4.2. If there are multiple root-MRs in a MANET,
each MR may select a root-MR based on some routing protocol metric. If the
routing protocol supports multiple gateways for the same destination, the MR
may select multiple root-MRs and by utilizing Multiple Care-of-Address registra-
tions (MCoA) 13), the MR may also use multiple pCoAs to register its location
to multiple HAs.

The root-MR (MR1) also manages an address list of MRs in order to recognize
the addresses that should be translated. MR-HA mapping entries with the MR’s
original CoA (oCoA, “original” meaning before translation) are added when the
oCoA is announced by an MR with its home address (HoA). This mapping table
is used for the translation of the packets exchanged between HA and MR. The

Fig. 5 Packet processing at root-MR. Left: Outbound processing, Right: Inbound
processing.

entry is valid only while MR is in the routing table of MR1, as in normal routing
protocol operation.

After MR2 detects the root-MR, it transmits a Binding Update (BU) packet
to its HA (HA2) using the alternate CoA (Alt-CoA) option encoded with pCoA,
which is obtained from MR1. Whenever a BU packet traverses MR1, MR1
rewrites the source address of this packet. Figure 5 shows the transforma-
tion of the packet between MNN and CN. MR1 performs the packet translation
as follows.
• Outbound packet processing

A root-MR performs NAT when it receives a packet sourced from an MR’s
oCoA. If the source address field of the packet is in the NAT table, the
root-MR translates it to the pCoA.

• Inbound packet processing
When a root-MR receives a packet from the HA bound to an MR, it translates
the destination address of this packet to the oCoA. Thus, the path between
the MR and its HA is optimized and the IP address of MNN is globally
reachable.
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4.2 Routing Protocol Operation
In NAT-MANEMO, every MR should run a routing protocol to exchange rout-

ing information among the MRs. In addition to normal routing protocol infor-
mation, the routing protocol should have the ability to advertise pCoA, oCoA
and the role of root-MR as described in Section 4.1.

Note that the routing protocol here is not limited to any specific choice. Tree
Discovery protocol (TDP), which provides root-MR discovery, with Network In
Node Advertisement (NINA), which provides Mobile Network Prefix (MNP) ad-
vertisement inside the nested MRs to optimized the path between two MNNs,
is a good candidate 7). Optimized Link State Routing protocol (OLSR) 14) is a
good candidate, as well.

4.3 Address Assignment for the MR
The Wi-Fi ad-hoc mode allows an interface to be configured with a Unique Lo-

cal Address (ULA) 15) or via an addressing model using unnumbered interfaces 16)

in order to avoid using global reachable addresses as CoAs. When using an un-
numbered interface, the address of another interface on the router is borrowed;
we refer to this as an “unnumbered address”. Both approaches leave the MR free
to assign topologically correct addresses to its own interfaces. The assigned ad-
dress is used as the oCoA, which is the source address for the original BU packet
and bi-directional tunnel between MR and HA. Although ULA and unnumbered
address do not have any global reachability themselves, they can be reachable if
root-MR translates this address.

By using an unnumbered address as an oCoA of the MR, the EI-EI (Egress/
Ingress and Egress/Ingress) attachment model 3) can be used. The EI-EI at-
tachment model is the advanced topology configuration under MANEMO. It
provides flexibility for the MR interface configuration. Under original NEMO
basic support, a mobile router is assumed to have two physically different in-
terfaces, however this EI-EI attachment model assigns both egress and ingress
interface roles to a single interface. The MR can expose its mobile network prefix
to this EI interface and also configure a CoA on the same interface. Figure 6
shows an example configuration of the unnumbered address on an EI interface,
which plays both egress and ingress interface roles. In this figure, MNP1 and
MNP2 are mobile network prefixes that belong to the mobile routers R1 and R2

Fig. 6 EI-EI attachment between MRs. An unnumbered address is advertised using the rout-
ing protocol, and is globally routable from the Internet since this address is translated
at root-MR. MNP1 and MNP2 are mobile network prefixes.

respectively, the IPv6 addresses of the EI interfaces are statically assigned and
borrowed from their ingress interfaces (the “unnumbered interface” referred to
above, marked with arrows in the figure). However the prefix lengths of the EI
interfaces are 128, while the ingress interface has prefix length 64. By using 128
prefix lengths at the EI interface, the neighbor node via ad-hoc interface appears
as a different network, avoiding using NDP to resolve for nodes that are two hops
away. H represents a normal IPv6 host whose address is configured based on the
prefix advertisement by upper router.

4.4 Avoiding the Drawbacks of NAT
Network Address Translation (NAT) 17) was proposed to allow the usage of

private addresses in the network due to the limited address space of IPv4. As a
result, it introduces several drawbacks: 1) because NAT is stateful, a NAT device
is a single point of failure, and 2) NAT prevents application transparency because
of the difficulty of handling addresses embedded in the payloads of application
datagrams 18). NAT itself can be considered a type of locator identifier separation:
the translated address represents a locator in the network, while the original
address represents an identifier in the limited location. This virtualization of the
IP address allows the system to avoid requiring modifications in other network
entities. By taking advantage of the normal routing protocol operation for the
dynamic creation of the NAT table entry, our proposed system can transparently
migrate from one NAT device to another, removing the NAT device as a single
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point of failure: whenever the MR with oCoA disappears from the routing table of
the root-MR, the NAT table entry is also removed. Moreover, our proposal does
not perform deep packet inspection: since only the tunnel wrapper IP header is
affected, the transform engine is carefully constrained, and the impact on packet
processing performance is limited. This limited NAT preserves both present and
future application transparency and does not require NAT traversal techniques.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our proposed scheme using both qualitative analysis
(Section 5.1) and simulation (Section 5.2). Finally, we describe our proof of
concept software implementation (Section 5.3).

5.1 Qualitative Analysis
We compare the proposed solution with existing solutions in terms of several

criteria suggested in Section 2. We consider the following three criteria, as sum-
marized in Table 1. In this analysis, we call “Traditional NAT”, a network
operated with traditional NAT involving port translation without NEMO func-
tionality to provide global connectivity.

Use of topologically incorrect address for CoA Using topologically incor-
rect address for the CoA of the MR is useful since the MR may be disconnected
because of movement. This corresponds to Req-1 described in Section 2.

NAT-MANEMO (our solution) allows the use of a topologically incorrect CoA
since this CoA would be translated at root-MR. Light-NEMO, as a representative
of the NEMO tunnel proxy-based approach, also allows the use of a topologically
incorrect address since the CoA is hidden by the tunnel established with root-MR.
In contrast, MIRON, a prefix delegation-based approach, uses a topologically
correct address assigned by the DHCP-PD protocol.

Table 1 Summary of the qualitative analysis.

Solution Use of topologically Application Required
incorrect CoA (e.g., ULA) Transparency modification

NAT-MANEMO O O MR
MIRON X O MR

Light-NEMO O O MR,HA
Traditional NAT O X N/A

Maintain existing functionality In NAT-MANEMO, unlike traditional
NAT, address translation is limited to only the addresses of the MRs. Therefore,
packets originating from the MNN are untouched, since they are always encap-
sulated by the MR, maintaining application transparency (Req-2 in Section 2).
Traditional NAT without NEMO functionality can also provide the global con-
nectivity for the MANET node, however, it breaks application transparency and
session continuity. MIRON and Light-NEMO also maintain application trans-
parency.

Modification of the current specification The prefix delegation-based ap-
proach does not require modification of the current specification of NEMO, only
enabling the DHCP prefix delegation functionality on MR, root-MR, and AR.
Light-NEMO requires modification of the existing functionality on MR and HA,
because the proxied tunnel at the root-MR breaks the current specification of
NEMO. NAT-MANEMO only requires the modification to MR. Using NAT
minimizes modification to the entities in the network (Req-3 in Section 2).

The approach taken in our proposed solution uses NAT for the communication
of all MRs. By using NAT, an MR can behave as if the address it is using
is globally reachable, and it appears so to nodes on the Internet. Therefore,
NAT-MANEMO minimizes modification of the existing protocol.

Light-NEMO and NAT-MANEMO satisfy similar criteria, however, Light-
NEMO involves modifications to two system components to support the tunnel,
while NAT-MANEMO’s use of NAT limits modifications to a single place in the
system. Further, modifying the functionality of the home agent involves changes
at the service operator’s network (e.g., installation of new software to replace
the home agent) and also affects the other users sharing the same home agent.
Therefore, limiting the modification to the mobile router helps the deployment
of the new protocol.

Moreover, although our current proposal is only addressing the optimization
of NEMO operation, this approach could also be adopted to optimize communi-
cations between the Mobile Node (MN) and the Correspondent Node for Mobile
IPv6 19). Thanks to the minimal modifications required for the NAT-MANEMO
approach, only the MN would have to change.
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5.2 Simulation Study for Signaling Overhead
As described in Section 4.2, we need additional signaling messages for NAT-

MANEMO. To evaluate the impact of this additional overhead, we conducted
network simulations to measure the control traffic generated by the routing pro-
tocol. We use Tree Discovery protocol (TDP) with Network In Node Advertise-
ment (NINA) 7) as our routing protocol. We encode the root-MR role in the tree
depth field and the pCoA in the TreeID field, and NINA is used to propagate
the oCoA of the MR inside the nested NEMO cloud.

Since the overhead of NINA is dependent on the topology that MRs form 20), we
observe the overhead generated by MRs during movement. The Manhattan Grid
mobility model 21) is used for the MR movement. This mobility model behaves
as though the nodes are only allowed to move on a predefined grid. It aims to
imitate the movement of a vehicle equipped with an MR and several MNNs. We
choose a 10 × 10 Manhattan Grid with 200 m × 200 m area size considering the
possible minimum grid size in actual world.

In the simulations, we run an extension of the Zebra routing software �1 for the
MR on top of ns-3 22). We model an IEEE 802.11b ad-hoc mode wireless interface
for the egress/ingress interface of each MR, and a managed mode interface for
the ingress interface. MNN is not used in this simulation since the traffic from
MNN is not relevant to the overhead. Other parameters for this simulation are
shown in Table 2.

Figure 7 shows the result of the simulations from 5 repetitions. We observed
the packets transmitted by TDP/NINA in every MR, and plotted the distribution
of the per-node overhead in bytes per second with a box-and-whisker plot. As
shown in the figure, the overhead of TDP/NINA increases as the size of the
network grows. Nevertheless, the additional overhead introduced by TDP/NINA
is still low, a maximum of about 100 bytes per second. It is negligible compared
to the link speed of the wireless interface (e.g., 11 Mbps in IEEE 802.11b mode).

5.3 Proof of Concept
In this section, we show the results of the experiments for our proof of concept.

�1 http://www.zebra.org/, our extension is available on http://www.sfc.wide.ad.jp/˜tazaki/
zebra-mndpd/

Table 2 Parameters for the simulation.

Parameters Value
# of MRs 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90

Wi-Fi data rate 11 Mbps
simulation time 200 sec
mobility model Manhattan Grid

area size 200 m × 200 m
Manhattan Grid size 10 × 10

movement speed 20 m/s
turn probability 1

RA interval 2 sec

Fig. 7 Distribution of the per-node additional signaling overhead introduced by TDP/NINA
for the simulations described in Table 2. The bottom and top of the whiskers are
the minimum and the maximum value respectively, the bottom and top of the box
represent the first and third quartiles, and the middle bar is the median value.

By using software under a MANET environment, we show the efficiency of com-
munication using the optimized path introduced by NAT-MANEMO. Moreover,
we show the performance impact of the handoff operation with our proposal.

5.3.1 Implementation Detail and Experimental Setup
To implement NAT-MANEMO, we implemented IPv6 NAT functionality in

the Linux net-next-2.6 �2 kernel as an extension of netfilter functionality. This
NAT implementation achieves stateless address translation with simplified higher

�2 http://git.kernel.org/?p=linux/kernel/git/davem/net-next-2.6.git, downloaded Aug 19
2010 version.
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64-bit prefix translation (i.e., if oCoA is 1:2:3:4:a:b:c:d, it will be translated to
5:6:7:8:a:b:c:d if the prefix of pCoA is 5:6:7:8::) and Neighbor Discovery Prox-
ies 23). Thus, NAT devices do not have to remember the session state for NAT.

For the routing protocol, we used the same Zebra extension used in the simula-
tion of Section 5.2. This Zebra extension includes NAT entry management on the
root-MR based on oCoA information from the MR as described in Section 4.2.
Whenever the MR with oCoA disappears from the routing table, the root-MR
also removes the NAT entry.

For the NEMO functionality, we used a modified version of UMIP �1 and Linux
net-next-2.6 kernel as is. For UMIP, we implemented the interaction with Zebra
in order to encode Alt-CoA learned by TDP/NINA as described in Section 4.1.
Note that we only modified MR functionality as described in Section 5.1.

Using all of the above software, we ran the experiments over ns-3 Linux em-
ulation 24) with our enhancements �2. This environment allows us to use Zebra,
UMIP and the Linux kernel in our experiments using ns-3. This approach pro-
vides easy control of experiments and achieves good agreement between network
simulation and actual deployment.

Figure 8 shows the network configuration for our experiment. MRs are config-
ured with three interfaces and form EI-EI attachments to discover the gateway in
the nested NEMO clouds. We use the unnumbered addressing model for address
configuration in each MR for the NAT-MANEMO experiment. The address of
the ad-hoc interface is borrowed from the address of the ingress interface, which
is in the range of the MNP and is used as the node’s oCoA. Although this CoA
is not reachable from the Internet without conducting a binding registration,
NAT-MANEMO provides the connectivity since this CoA would be translated at
the root-MR. For the unmodified NEMO experiment, we used managed mode
interface for the egress interface (shown as ‘e’ in Fig. 8) since unmodified NEMO
is not able to utilize ad-hoc mode interface for its egress interface because the
Neighbor Discovery protocol does not work on ad-hoc mode interfaces 25).

�1 USAGI-patched Mobile IPv6 for Linux: http://umip.linux-ipv6.org/, downloaded Jul 7
2010 version.

�2 The complete source code of this simulation is available: http://www.sfc.wide.ad.jp/
˜tazaki/distfiles/ns3/ns-3-simu-quagga-100920.tar.gz

Fig. 8 Network configuration for the experiments.

Table 3 Parameters for the experiment of NAT-MANEMO.

Parameters Value
Wi-Fi Data rate 1 Mbps

Data rate 5 Mbps
Ethernet link

Delay 20 msec
Routing protocol RA interval 2 sec

Table 3 shows the set of parameters for this experiment. In each MR, the
EI, egress, and ingress interfaces are configured on the Wi-Fi physical interface.
The EI interface is configured with ad-hoc mode, egress interface is managed
mode client, and ingress interface is configured as an access point. In the NAT-
MANEMO experiment, only the root-MR (MR0 in this experiment) uses a man-
aged mode Wi-Fi interface for its CoA; the others use CoAs statically assigned
on an ad-hoc mode interface. The Wi-Fi interface is configured with 1Mbps data
rate for the stable link status. All other links for the nodes except MR and MNN
are configured with Ethernet links.

5.3.2 Route Optimization Effect
Table 4 shows the mean and standard deviation of the Round Trip Time

(RTT) and throughput measurement. RTT is measured by 5000 replications of
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Table 4 The optimized traffic measurement between MNN and CN. (±) means standard
deviation of each results.

RTT (ms) Throughput (Kbps)
NEMO 503.70 (±38.71) 167.28 (±1.08)

NAT-MANEMO 171.71 (±35.64) 191.01 (±1.15)

ICMPv6 echo packet between MNN and CN, at intervals of 100 milliseconds with
64 byte packets. In order to measure the path throughput, MNN sends 1024 byte
packets at 10 Mbps, and the CN records the throughput for this transmitted
traffic, and replicates this measurement five times. In these measurements, MR0
is attached to AR0 as shown in Fig. 8 and all the MRs do not move. Unmodified
NEMO has about 500 millisecond delay because the path between MNN and
CN is MNN → MR3 → MR2 → MR1 → MR0 → AR0 → HA0 → HA1 →
HA2 → HA3 → CN , where each Ethernet link between AR and HAs adds a 20
millisecond delay. The optimized path created by NAT-MANEMO results in a
smaller delay because it bypasses three HAs.

Both the RTT and throughput results show that NAT-MANEMO improves
performance in term of packet delivery because of the optimized path. The results
show the possibility of the implementation through the network experiment.

5.3.3 Handoff Performance
This section gives a comparative analysis of handoff performance achieved by

the NAT-MANEMO and the unmodified NEMO. In this experiment, an MNN
continuously sends ICMPv6 echo requests to the peer node (CN in Fig. 8) to
measure the communication latency and the duration of the disruption of com-
munication during a handoff. We simulated five replications with slightly differ-
ent mobility patterns in two methods of NEMO. The network configuration is
the same as the one given in Section 5.3.2, with additional parameters described
in Table 5.

Figure 9 shows the typical results of the handoff performance achieved by
different types of MRs. RTT decreases slightly after handoff since the number
of links between MR0 and HA0 decreases. The duration of the disruption of
communication during a handoff, which is described in the X-axis, is used as the
indicator of handoff performance. Note that the figure also shows the Round-Trip
Time (RTT) between the MNN and the peer node in the Y-axis. The mean value

Table 5 Additional parameters for the handoff experiment.

Parameters Value
mobility model Random Walk
movement speed 5 m/s
simulation time 500 sec

Fig. 9 Handoff operation with connectivity measurement. An RTT value less than 0 seconds
means the reply packet is lost because of connectivity loss.

of the duration of the disruption in unmodified NEMO is 5.19 (stddev: ± 2.21)
seconds while 9.95 (stddev: ± 1.47) seconds in NAT-MANEMO. As the figure
shows, NAT-MANEMO adds additional handoff latency. The latency is due to
the time for the root-MR (MR0 in Fig. 8) to signal MRs in the lower hierarchy
that its pCoA has been changed and the time for the MRs to perform binding
registration.

The results show that our proposed solution (NAT-MANEMO) has a perfor-
mance tradeoff between the communication latency and the handoff latency com-
pared to the unmodified NEMO. The user will benefit most from our proposed
solution when the frequency of handoff is relatively low, and applications require
shorter communication latency.
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6. Conclusion

We propose a NEMO route optimization scheme, NAT-MANEMO, to achieve
global reachability for MANET nodes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first design for the route optimization, decreasing the number of home agents
while MR is using ad-hoc, multi-hop connectivity in a MANEMO configuration.
We compared our proposed scheme with existing approaches using simulation
and a proof-of-concept implementation, as well as qualitatively. Our proposal
meets all of the requirements we established in Section 2, and improves on exist-
ing solutions to the nested NEMO problem by: 1) relaxing the assignment of the
address for MR, 2) maintaining the application transparency and 3) minimizing
modification to the network components and functionality. Although NAT is
performed to optimize the route, address translation is limited to the address of
MR, leaving packets from the end node (MNN) untouched. Moreover, simulation
using a Manhattan Grid mobility model confirms that the additional signaling
overhead has only minimal impact on bandwidth consumed. Finally, we show
the actual software implementation and the proof of our concept with optimized
communication among the nested MRs. Our proposal encourages unlimited net-
work extensibility of MANET nodes by eliminating concerns about the addresses
used by MRs.

Another NAT based mobile protocol, MAT 26), has been proposed. Since MAT
is not based on the IETF mobile protocol, we have not investigated it in this
paper. For future work, we plan to investigate non-standardized mobile protocols
and to extend the evaluation with system-wide experiments including handoff
operation in the large numbers of the nodes to confirm the scalability of our
proposal.
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